Medical Office Building Unoccupied Modes

All ECM content was independently developed and reviewed to be vendor, product and service provider-neutral.

Description

Save energy and money without purchasing new equipment by implementing unoccupied modes in your medical office building (MOB).

Project Talking Points

- As outpatient clinics, MOBs offer greater opportunities for implementing unoccupied modes than inpatient hospitals.
- Unoccupied settings can be implemented automatically via the building automation system (BAS), with local programmable thermostats or manually via a planned operating schedule.
- For heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) savings, increasing temperature deadbands, reducing airflow, cycling fans and adjusting your thermostat's temperature setpoints saves fan energy, reduces unnecessary operation and extends equipment life.
- Lighting can also be programmed using time of day controls and/or occupancy sensors for unoccupied times to reduce unnecessary operation.

Benefits

- **Cost Benefits:** Energy savings yield cost savings, and reduced equipment runtime avoids the cost of early replacement.
- **Environmental Benefits:** Reducing energy consumption always reduces emissions and therefore environmental impact.
- **Societal Benefits:** Unoccupied modes reduce energy costs, freeing up capital for patient care.

Purchasing Considerations

If your MOB does not have a BAS, consider installation/integration to enhance performance of this and other ECMs. If your facility cannot integrate a BAS at this time, consider local controls and/or budget for staff time to manually implement setbacks as needed. If BAS controls are present, budget for controls vendor and BAS manager time for this ECM.

How-To

1. Establish a group of key stakeholders, including facility managers, mechanical engineers, facility staff, floor supervisors, BAS vendor and any external consultants.

2. If your facility has a BAS, ensure that trending capabilities are set up on it. Trending enables before/after comparisons showing the project’s progress. If there is no BAS at
3. the MOB, check with the utility to see if interval data is available, or install a power monitoring system.

4. Identify unoccupied hours for the facility, both on evenings and weekends.

5. For evening unoccupied hours:
   - Make HVAC adjustments by season. If the MOB has a BAS, program these adjustments and trend results. If the facility does not have a BAS, manually schedule these adjustments at the thermostat (if programmable) or create a maintenance schedule.
     - In summer, increase the cooling setpoint by 5 to 10 degrees Fahrenheit at the zone level.
     - In winter, decrease the heating setpoint by 5 to 10 degrees Fahrenheit at the zone level.
   - Make lighting system adjustments to minimize waste. Reduce operation to only essential security lighting. Ensure occupancy sensors are active to eliminate operation when spaces are unoccupied.

6. Follow the same protocol for weekends. If the facility is completely unoccupied on the weekends, consider a more aggressive strategy, such as immediately adjusting by 10 degrees Fahrenheit.

7. During unoccupied periods, allow airflow to drop to a specific unoccupied minimum or shut it off completely. Typical practice allows units to “duty cycle” to maintain space temperatures when unoccupied. If the facility has a BAS, consider advanced occupancy control strategies such as optimal start/stop.

8. Set outside air (OA) dampers to close when building is in unoccupied mode when allowed by code. Physically inspect to confirm desired operation. This lowers the risk of dampers freezing open.

9. During implementation, progress can be monitored via BAS. If setbacks seem to be working well, consider increasing the temperature setback further, especially on fully unoccupied weekends. If available, monitor space humidity either locally or via the BAS to ensure moisture does not become a problem.

10. It is not uncommon for occupant needs of specific departments to be missed when establishing a building-wide schedule. Interview department managers before implementation and inform occupants of the changes being made and provide an avenue for feedback.

11. After implementation, measure and verify energy savings from unoccupied modes.
   - If the facility has a BAS, monitor BAS trending for slipping performance at an interval that is reasonable for your staff (i.e. check every month, every three months, etc.). If desired, create alarms in the BAS system for unauthorized changes to the unoccupied mode schedule.
   - If the facility does not have a BAS, consider installing a power monitoring system or use utility interval data to monitor performance at an interval that is reasonable.
for your staff (i.e. check every month, every three months, etc.). Include a setpoint check as part of your maintenance schedule.

Resources

- The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE): Designing and Operating High-Performing Healthcare HVAC Systems (three-hour course)
- LEED v4. for BD + C: Healthcare
  - Energy and atmosphere
    - Fundamental commissioning and verification: Prerequisite
    - Minimum energy performance: Prerequisite
    - Building-level energy management: Prerequisite
    - Enhanced commissioning: Credit
    - Optimize energy performance: Credit
  - Indoor environmental quality
    - Thermal comfort: Credit
- LEED v4. for Operation and Maintenance: Existing Buildings
  - Energy and atmosphere
    - Energy efficiency best management practices: Prerequisite
    - Minimum energy performance: Prerequisite
    - Building-level energy metering: Prerequisite
    - Existing building commissioning and analysis: Credit
    - Existing building commissioning and implementation: Credit
    - Ongoing commissioning: Credit
    - Optimize energy performance: Credit
    - Advanced energy metering: Credit
- Pacific Northwest National Laboratory: Building Re-Tuning Training Guide: Occupancy Scheduling: Night and Weekend Temperature Setback and Supply Fan Cycling During Unoccupied Hours

Regulations, Codes and Standards, Policies